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letters

Human vs. Posthuman
To the Editor: In "Whereto Tran-

to expand access to enhancement. Dif-

able for some posthumans to expunge

ferences in biology and ability challenge

all fellow-feeling for mere humans, or

Critical Mass" (May-June 2007), social solidarity, but the Enlightenment

for any other persons? Whether local o

shumanism? The Literature Reaches a

Nicholas Agar correctly notes that argues for solidarity among equal citi-

universal values, ensuring that our de

Simon Young's effort to ground trans- zens irrespective of biological differhumanism in a drive to evolve is a non- ences.

scendents retain capacities for solidarit

and egalitarianism will limit transhu-

starter. Transhumanism, like all other

manist
On this last point Agar agrees
with liberalism and the space o
"moral possibilities.
posthuman
human aspirations, is shaped by our the transhumanists when he says
evolved brains, yet at the same time, it is status ... cannot be denied to posthuJames Hughes

Institute
to
for Ethics and Emerging
an effort to escape from evolved con- mans." He then attempts, however,
straints. Transhumanism has much in point out a supposed lacuna inTechnologies
and Trinity College
our
common with spiritual aspirations to ethics, in which we remain "local" for
transcend animal nature for deathless- valuing human accomplishments.
To the
He Editor: I have argued that

modes of being and havin
status of
ness, superhuman abilities, and superior notes that respecting the moralposthuman

to become posthuma
and opportunity
cominsight, though transhumanists pursue another person is a universal the

may be human values. That is to say
these goals through technology rather pulsory value, while valuing humanness
gives of
lifeus human beings may have re
than (or at least not solely) through is a voluntary local choice thatmany
sons,As
available
from our present huma
an
spiritual exercises. In this sense transhu- meaning. Again, I think we agree.

transhumanism has ancient roots in the capaci- extrapolation of liberalism, evaluative

standpoint, to develo

posthuman
capacities. Having the op
anothty our animal natures have endowed us manism asks that we respect one
or
with to desire better lives and a better er's choice to value our humanness
portunity
to become posthuman can b

good
for
world, even if it is not an evolutionary not, calling on the "universal"
value
ofus in much the same way tha
drive itself.

it is good
liberty or autonomy not to allow
local for an infant to have the op

Agar is also correct to point out that
procreative liberty needs boundaries just
like other liberties do, and that threats

to liberal democracy from genetic enhancement would be one reason for setting limits. Most transhumanists disagree not with the need for limits, but
with the bioconservative calculus that
argues that all enhancements should be

forbidden as unsafe. We believe cognitive liberty, bodily autonomy, and reproductive rights require a higher stan-

portunity
valuings for mortality and human
limi- to mature into an adult.

In one of my papers cited by
tations to trump aspirations to greater
Nicholas
Agar in his essay, I noted tha
life, health, ability, and happiness.
Most
evenif
those
transhumanists would be satisfied
we who think that values are d

are each able to find our own set
of local
fined
in terms of our current dispos

values, human or not.

tions could accept that there are value

wepointare unaware of that we might not b
Perhaps Agar is inadvertently

able with
to grasp with our present capaciing to two more subtle problems
ties. This would be possible given, for
transhumanist ethics, however-prob-

lems many of us grapple with. instance,
The first David Lewis's disposition
theory of value. Lewis offers that X is
is the problem of balancing beneficent
solidarism with strict noninterventionvalue to you (roughly) if and only if yo

dard of proof of harm, and that there
are alternative means to address those

ist liberalism. When, for instance,
is
would desire
to desire X if you were per
fectly
acquainted
with X and you wer
someone's choice to modify his brain

harms. Yes, some genetic tweaks may be

thinking
equivalent to selling himself into
slav- and deliberating as clearly a
possible about X. There are well-known
ery? Transhumanists need to articulate
challenges
"the good life," inevitably shaped
by to this theory, but it does a
local values, to ensure that we are
in fact
count
for many widely held belief
about the nature of value. It illustrate
enhancing and not simply changing.

unsafe or harmful, but we can regulate
those without forbidding life-extending

and ability-enhancing therapies. Yes, if

only the wealthy can cognitively en-

hance themselves and their children this

Second and related, transhumanists
how a theory can anchor value i

might exacerbate inequality. But, as
with literacy and laptops, the preferred

human
dispositions and yet allow tha
must be clear about the cognitive
capaccould be values for us that can
ities we consider importantthere
for the

method to address these gaps should be

only
be realized if we attain a posthu
posthuman polity. Would it be
accept-
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man state, and that we may not even be

able fully to fathom until we become
posthuman.
Agar objects: "If we are permitted to
resist the argument that the olfactory su-

periority of dogs means we should accept some of their values as our own,
then there seems no reason we should

tion of this value impossible. I find

* Bioethics Forum
noteworthy that towards the end of his
www.bioethicsforum.org
article, Agar argues for the existence of
"universal values" and gives as an examRecent highlights:
ple of such a value "the elimination of
horrible diseases." This sounds encour"Paying Attention to the Trees,
aging. He continues: "There doesn't

have to admit the kind of values that the

Not the Forest"
seem to be anything spookily posthuman about someone who makes it
BY THEODORE FRIEDMANN

superior intellects or senses of posthu-

through to a ripe old age without having
We should not hold gene therapy to an

mans permit them to entertain." Agar is

succumbed to cancer." To Agar's point,
unachievable standard ofperfection,

right that there is no general reason for

the transhumanist merely adds that
considering each new failure in the clinic

us to admit that X is valuable just because some possible posthumans would

avoiding cancer and other horrible disto be a threat to the very concept of the
eases does not cease to be desirable after
therapy itself

value X. Posthumans may be mistaken

some predetermined time interval has

about values, just as we may be. One
might argue on "best judge" grounds

elapsed, such as seventy years from
"A Donor Kidney: The Gift of Life?"

birth. If lethal diseases were eliminated
BY MARY ANN BAILY

that it would be rational for us to defer

(and other causes of death remained
The usual rhetoric notwithstanding,

to a posthuman's judgments. But even if

we are objectivists about values, such a

constant), our life expectancy would
kidney transplants are not "lifesaving."
climb to approximately one thousand

best-judge argument would require ad-

years. This is a distinctly posthuman du"Bereavement Counseling Gets

ditional premises. For example, there

ration and perhaps seems "spooky" toHigh-Tech and Personal"
BY WILLIAM PURDY
beings conditioned to expect much less.

may be no reason to defer to a posthu-

man judge who, while in possession of

But if we are honest about our very
If bereavement support is detrimental

superior intelligence and keen senses, is
morally corrupt or lacks some specifical-

human values, I think we must admitnobody has told that to these folks.
that they cry out for such "posthuman"

ly axiological sensibility. If we are sub-

health, life, and flourishing.

Nick Bostrum

jectivists about values, there is even less

Oxford University BY AARON GREENBERG AND

prima facie reason to defer to posthu-

MICHAEL BAILEY

man opinion because the posthuman's
values might not be our values.

The idea, however, is not that we

"Liberty Should Win: We May Choose
Our Children's Sexual Orientation"

Nicholas Agar replies:

We know of no reason to believe that the

should defer on matters of value to any

Let me quickly state my view about
number ofpeople who already believe one
transhumanism. I don't think that tryshould avoid or wish not to have a gay

arbitrary posthuman's (or dog's) opin-

ing to become posthuman is intrinsicalchild would be increased by our knowing

ions. Rather, the idea is that if we exam-

how to do it.
ly immoral or irrational. But I don't

ine our own values carefully, we will find

think that there is anything morally or

that they include values whose full real-

rationally compulsory in dramatically
Also: Nancy Berlinger recommends
extending your life or radically enhancgood beach reading for bioethicists,

ization would require that we possess
posthuman capacities. (There is an in-

teresting but separate question of
whether we ought-on instrumental
grounds-to try to build some specific

kind of posthuman entity, such as a

ing your intelligence, either. While
Mary Crowley weighs in on Sicko,
James Hughes agrees with this, Nick
Daniel Moseley shares his experience
Bostrom doesn't.

with civil commitment laws in

Hughes makes the apparently reasonVirginia, and Harald Schmidt

friendly superintelligence grounded in

able request that people with posthuexamines the spectrum of ways in
man values be allowed to act on them.
which personal responsibility for health

human values, that might be able to advise us on ethical and other issues.)
Some of these human values in

meet the high standard of proof of harm

He doubts that unease about indefinite
can feature in health care policy and
practice.
lifespans and enhanced intelligence

posthumanity are rather obvious. Many
that liberals demand before they restrict
U Job Opportunities and
of Events
of us greatly value remaining in excelliberty. I admire Hughes's confidence Calendar
in
lent health over getting sick, demented,
the appeal for both humans and posthuwww.thehastingscenter.org
and dying; yet our present human bodmans of the Enlightenment ideal of solies unfortunately make the full realizaidarity. It's certainly something worth
September-October 2007 HASTINGS CENTER REPORT 5
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striving for. But we should be wary of

limitations. It's actually irrelevant how

to the attention of his board. Would al

proceeding on the assumption that this

well rationally perfect beings manage to

scientific papers have to be screened by

ideal will actually be realized. A piece of

combine cars and alcohol-they proba-

the board, or only those identified by

paper with your name on it should suf-

bly drive faultlessly under any circumstances. The aesthetic sensibilities of

editors? The former process seems wild

fice to indicate a pile of money placed
on a street corner as your property, but
that's still not a sensible alternative to

banking. If posthumans and humans re-

ly impractical; the latter would only re
posthumans are equally irrelevant to ourvive the same issues he discusses in his
assessments of human musical values. paper. It would be useful to know if h

I suspect that, for many of us, full has another procedure in mind.

In addition to the publication prob-

ally do acknowledge each other as moral

imaginative acquaintance is likely to un-

equals, then all's well and good. But

dermine the appeal of the transhumanistlem that is the focus of Selgelid's paper

there's also the possibility that they will

sales pitch. Some commentators are there are related (and perhaps even less
worried life extension might lead totractable) problems concerning the pro

respond to the power differentials between them in the way that people al-

ways have. Then the consequences of
radical enhancement could be really
rather bad.

overpopulation. A being with an indefi- liferation of both expertise and materi
nite lifespan could presumably have in- als. These issues have already been en-

definitely many children. People who countered in nuclear weapons technolo-

don't value morality might relish the gy, as well as in biological, chemical, an

Bostrom says that careful inspection

prospect of being more fecund than toxin weapons, especially in connectio

of the things that humans care about re-

Genghis Khan. But the rest of us will with the collapse of the Soviet Union.

veals values requiring posthuman capac-

feel obliged to choose. Aubrey de Grey, Ironically, government itself stimulate

ities. This is why it's irrational to reject
extended lives and enhanced intellects.

the guru of negligible senescence, has the growth of expertise and materials
opted for childlessness. But it doesn't when it supports academic research tha
is intended to be defensive in nature.
seem mad to prefer kids.

He invokes David Lewis's dispositional
theory of value to make this point. We

can imagine that humans would enjoy
many of the fantastically complex symphonies, poems, and games that entertain posthumans if only their meagre intellects did not prevent them from being

fully acquainted with these things.

Bostrom's argument relies on a misreading of Lewis's view. Lewis is trying

to elucidate the values we currently
have-not the values we might hypothetically acquire after frontal lobotomies, or decades of heroin addiction, or
radical intellectual enhancement. He explicitly warns against construing the ex-

ercise of imagining possible candidates
for valuing in a way that changes what
we value. He starts with the idea that
our values are basically things we desire;

the dispositional theory responds to the

recognition that we can sometimes desire mistakenly. Consider the drunk who
says she desires to drive home. This is

Elsewhere Bostrom has rhapsodized
Finally, Selgelid's paper is focused on
about the wonderful experiences thattechnological transformation of biolog
radical intellectual enhancement would cal processes that can make them be

make possible. His willingness to partcome lethal. This is only one dimensio
with wonderful experiences availableof the dual-use dilemma. At the risk o
only to humans to acquire these seems repeating a cliche, ours is an era in

reminiscent of a home buyer prepared to which commercial airliners have been

purchase sight unseen. The idea that we turned into missiles. It is unlikely tha
should exchange wonderful experiencesall malevolent purposes that do not re

available only to humans for wonderful quire the kinds of laboratory transfor

experiences available only to posthu-mations Selgelid describes can be frus
mans is certainly beyond the scope of trated, including those that seek to ex
Lewis's subjectivist theory. Whatploit already available material. The illu
Bostrom requires is an account of value sion of total security is surely one to b
that tells us that posthuman experiencesavoided and one that the defenders of

are objectively better than human ones. openness in science may reasonably cit
Good luck!
Jonathan D. Moreno

The Dual-Use
Dilemma

University of Pennsylvania

Michael J. Selgelid replies:

My article primarily addresses the
question
To the Editor: Michael Selgelid
("A of who should have ultimat

Tale of Two Studies: Ethics, Bioterrorauthority to prevent publication of dan

not consistent with her values simply

ism, and the Censorship of gerous
Science,"
discoveries. Jonathan Moren

because full imaginative acquaintance

overlooks. The important thing about

correctly
May-June 2007) has identified
an im- points out that it only provide
partial
portant problem that cannot a
easily
be picture of a solution to th
dual-use
dilemma. However, an earlier
dismissed even by the most ardent
advocates of scientific freedom. But
if Selversion
of the article led to a report t

this imaginative exercise is that it includes facts about human capacities and

tled
gelid's proposal is adopted, it is
notEthical
clear and Philosophical Consider
tion
ofthe
how he believes cases would be brought Dual-Use Dilemma in the Bi

with drunk driving would lead her to

recognize dangers that she currently
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logical Sciences (coauthored with Seumas
Miller) for the Australian Department
of Prime Minister and Cabinet. This re-

use dangers. The IBC would then de-

Additional letters are often available at

cide whether the scientists could go for-

http://www.thehastingscenter.org/publica-

ward with publication. They would

tions/hcr/hcr.asp. Letters to the editor may

port explores a broader range of policy

refer especially difficult cases to the re-

be sent by email to griffinj@thehastings-

issues and options.

gional committee, which would have a

center.org, or to Managing Editor, Hast-

Though I disagree with the NRC
self-governance of the scientific commu-

higher level of expertise, and the most
difficult cases could go to the national
or international level for consideration.

nity in matters of censorship, I agree
with the NRC that the role of Institu-

whereby scientists who disagree with

recommendation regarding voluntary

We could allow an appeals process

ings Center Report, 21 Malcolm Gordon

Road, Garrison, NY 10524; (845) 424-

4931 fax. Letters appearing both in the Report and on the Web site may be edited for
length and stylistic consistency.

tional Biosafety Committees should be

lower-level IBC judgments could re-

expanded to include oversight of dualuse research, as well as research poten-

quest that their study be reviewed again

ogy. As Stephen Clarke pointed out,

at the next higher level. It would be ille-

"Even this piece of paper is dual-use because I could use it to set fire to a build-

gal for scientists or editors to publish

tially posing environmental risks. The
role I envision for IBCs, however, pre-

certain studies (those meeting specified

ing containing thousands of people."

sumably goes beyond what the NRC

conditions) that were not approved by a

has in mind. In my view, approval from

system like this.

There is also no reason that the concept
of dual-use should be limited to the

such committees should be sought before dual-use research that meets speci-

We want to avoid an overly burden-

realm of security. Broadly speaking,

some system, so we would not subject

something may be considered dual-use
when it has both a good use and a bad

ings from such research are disseminat-

every study to review. The conditions
under which dual-use review would be

ed. While expanding the role of IBCs

required should be carefully specified.

would require also expanding IBC
membership, the IBCs themselves

The NRC's categorization of "experi-

use. Bad uses need not always involve
death and destruction. Reproductive
cloning might be considered a dual-use

ments of concern" is a useful place to

technology by those who consider fertil-

fied criteria takes place and before find-

would not need the full credentials of

start. Only the most problematic kinds

ity treatment to be a good thing and

the panel described in my article. The

of experiments and discoveries require

human enhancement to be a bad thing.

latter panel would be like the Supreme
Court of scientific censorship. Committees would be needed at various levels:

approval before research or publication

There may be much to gain by more

goes forward.

frequently framing bioethical debates in

Moreno is also correct to point out
that the dual-use dilemma can involve

such terms. Be that as it may, extreme

dual-use materials as well as dual-use

might only be called for in contexts like

IBCs at the institutional level, analogous bodies at regional levels, and the
panel described in my article at the national (and perhaps international) level.

A legally binding code of conduct
would require that, when specified conditions are met, scientists allow research

policy responses such as censorship

knowledge. Additional policy is needed that discussed in my article. The conto deal with the former. As Ian
cern with weapons of mass destruction
is not merely that something bad might
Ramshaw suggests, requiring a license
take place or that security is threatened,
for the possession and use of problemat-

proposals or papers that they intend to

butisthat the possibility exists for large
ic dual-use materials and technologies
scale catastrophic horror.
a promising but underutilized solution.

submit for publication to be reviewed
by their local IBC to identify any dual-

Finally, I agree with Moreno that the
dual-use dilemma is not limited to biol-
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